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INTRODUCTION 
University makerspaces provide opportunities for students to 
engage in hands-on interest-driven learning through extracur-
ricular or personal projects outside of traditional class con-
texts [1][2]. Supporting this kind of independent learning is 
important but also highly difficult because of the varied con-
text of student activity. Many makerspaces aim to attract stu-
dents with diverse backgrounds, goals, and interests pursuing 
projects that range in timescale, materials, and technology.  
Common structures for supporting learning in makerspaces 
include workshops, events, trainings, mentoring, or asking 
questions of staff and peers. These often rely on information 
exchange between an expert and novices and take place at a 
specific location and time. As a result, learners may not have 
access to information outside of certain contexts (once you 
leave the workshop, you need to remember the information) 
and student staff or mentors repeat much of the same infor-
mation day after day to disseminate the same knowledge to 
different people.  By what means might we make general 
knowledge more accessible to new users. 
In this paper, we explore how Distributed Cognition (dCog) 
might be used as a framework offload information from ex-
perts into the environment where it can be distributed across 
people, artifacts, time, and space. We focus here on tool 
knowledge and the organization of tools for sewing activities 
that may take place in a makerspace. We 1) identify the kinds 
of tool related knowledge users may need,  2) present a set of 
tool use principles based on common tool use to guide de-
sign, and 3) propose the design of toolkits as a means of mak-
ing tool information more accessible. This paper presents a 
work in progress, laying out the framework for design of 
toolkits that will be fabricated and tested in a large university 
makerspace in the future. 

BACKGROUND – DISTRIBUTED COGNITION 
DCog is a theoretical approach to looking at cognition in a 
system. The theory argues for the extension of the cognitive 
system beyond the individual to a sociotechnical system that 
may include multiple people and artifacts in the environment 
[4]. As a cognitive framework, it is concerned with how in-
formation is represented and how representations are trans-
formed and propagated in the performance of different 
tasks[3].  Below are key components of the theory.   
Unit: The unit of analysis is bounded not at the individual, but 
a socio-technical system that supports performance of a task. 
Distribution:  Rather than looking just at cognition as bound 
in the head, this framework looks at distribution across 1) 
members in the system, 2) artifacts in the system, and 3) time. 

Memory:  The representation of information and how it is 
transformed across time is looked at through the lens of 
memory.  The volatility of the memory over time is used as a 
means of characterizing the affordances of different artifacts 
and transformations of information.  
DCog highlights how information can be distributed across 
space, artifacts, people, and time.  In the case of our work, the 
makerspace serves as a sociotechnical system in which we 
would like information to be persistent over space, artifacts, 
people, and time rather than locked in the heads of expert in-
dividuals only to be disseminated when running a workshop 
or answering a question. 

KNOWLEDGE 
We begin by identifying kinds of tool related knowledge that 
we seek to offload into the makerspace via organization. In-
formation that is complicated or context specific may still re-
quire an expert. For example, discussing the tradeoffs be-
tween using different tools for a particular application. How-
ever, information that is somewhat universal or well codified 
may be easily offloaded into the environment. For example, 
the location of a specific tool. Below we suggest a range of 
basic knowledge a student might need to use a tool. 
Tool Possibilities: What tools exist?  What are they called?  
What do they look like?  How do I operate them?  What do 
they do?  How do they work?  How do I know if a tool is 
working properly?  What are alternative tools? 
Space Specific: What tools exist in the space? Can I bring in 
my own tools?  What tools are currently available (not in use 
and not broken)?  Where do I find and return particular tools? 
What do I do if I break a tool or if a tool is broken? 
Use Specific: What tools do I need for my project?  Where 
did I put that tool? Is this my tool?  

TOOL USE PRINCIPLES 
Based on expert knowledge and observations of tool use, we 
outline a number of guiding parameters related to tool use in 
shared fabrication spaces. 
People Move: During the execution of a project, people move 
to different locations within the space where they are work-
ing. For example, someone might cut out their pattern on a 
large table, then move to the sewing machine to sew the pieces 
together. As a result, users may not always be in close physi-
cal proximity to certain tools or information. 
Shared Space: In a community space there are often multiple 
people working in close proximity and sharing resources.  For 
example, someone might be waiting for the iron while another 
is using it. As a result, users need to keep track of other 



  

people’s actions for information about tool availability or use.   
Multiple Tools: For sewing projects, a number of hand tools 
are used. For example, in a single project you may use scis-
sors, snips, seam ripper, pin caddy, pins, and a sewing ma-
chine.  As a result, users may need to keep track of a number 
of tools both physically and mentally. 
Tool Ownership: Some members may bring their own tools 
into the space and other tools may belong to the space. As a 
result, members may need to be able to identify which tools 
they can use and which belong to another member. 
Shared vs. Individual Tools: Some tools may make sense to 
be shared across projects at a given time while others can be 
borrowed by an individual for the duration of their work time.  
For example, scissors, pins, and sewing machine are used fre-
quently throughout the project and can be held by an individ-
ual. The iron and table space however, might be shared. Dif-
ferent behavior and organizational structures may need to be 
communicated around shared and individual tools.  
Tool Mobility: Tools have differing levels of mobility.  For 
example, scissors can easily move around with an individual 
to various locations. The sewing machine is slightly less mo-
bile and, while it can be moved, tends to stay stationary once 
set up.  This suggests that some tools are easy to keep track 
of while others that are more mobile can get moved and mis-
placed or picked up by another individual. 
Use Frequency: Some tools are used in most sewing projects 
while others are seldom used. Nearly every sewing project 
will use scissors, however a bias tape maker is only used for 
a particular application. As a result, making typical tools more 
accessible than specialty ones will reduce cognitive load. 
Tool Identification: Tools are identified by both name and 
visual appearance.  For example, someone may know what a 
tool looks like but not know its name.  This suggests that re-
dundant labeling may aid novice users. 
Tool Purposes: Some tools serve similar purposes or can be 
used as alternatives for the same operation.  For example, a 
rotary cutter or the sewing shears can be used to cut fabric. 
Organizing tools by use may help users identify what tools to 
use for a particular task and what alternatives are available. 

SEWING TOOLS 
We focus here on a set of mobile individual sewing tools that 
users will need for most basic projects. We model our list of 
basic tools off of sewing kits used at Gather Here, a Stitch 
Lounge (makerspace) in Cambridge Massachusetts.  Figure 1 
provides a photo of kit contents. We propose an organization 
system based on cutting, pinning, and measuring operations. 

 
Fig.1 Tool Kit from Gather Here Stitch Lounge 

Cutting Tools: Sewing Shears, Utility Scissors, Rotary Cut-
ter, Thread Snips, and Seam Ripper. 
Pinning Tools: Pins, Magnetic Pin Caddy, and Clips. 
Measuring Tools: Measuring Tape, Seam Gauge, Marking 
Tools, Dark Marking Pencil, and Light Marking Pencil. 

DESIGN IMPLICATIONS 
Based on the principles we outlined we leverage DCog to 
think about how we can cognitively offload information into 
the environment through the organization of tools. 
Tool Kit: We propose the design of a tool kit for individual 
tools. Rather than having like tools grouped together (i.e. all 
scissors all in one drawer) we distribute them across kits. This 
will offload cognitive work from the individual into the envi-
ronment. For example, knowledge of what tools are needed is 
imbedded in the kit.  If a new user does not know what tools 
they need for their project, the kit will likely have what they 
need. If a new user does not know where the tools are and 
many tools are needed, the work of finding and gathering mul-
tiple tools is reduced to finding and gathering one kit.   
Color Coding: We plan to assign each kit a color code to 
match the tools inside to the kit it belongs to and to differen-
tiate kits. This distributes information. Anyone in the space 
can see what tools belong to what kit. While proximity can 
help group things, the mobility of tools may leave them dis-
tant from the individuals using them or the rest of the kit and 
color will provide this information.  We plan to use washi tape 
(a masking tape that comes in many patterns and colors) as it 
is removable.  Kits can be easily marked with colors, but re-
marked if a tool is lost or breaks. We plan to use colors that 
are discriminable from each other and easily named.  For ex-
ample, two shades of blue might complicate users’ ability to 
discriminate and refer to two different kits. 
Organization of Tools: The kit is to contain all of the tools, 
but the organization of the tools within the box is important 
source of information. Visibility: All tools should be easily 
visible.  This reduces visual search time so at a glance one can 
see what tools are present. Specific Spots: Giving each tool a 
specific spot reduced visual search as one can remember 
where it is. Additionally, this makes it clear when tools are 
missing. Group Tools by Function: Using proximity tools 
can be grouped by function (cutting, pinning, measuring). 
Tool outlines and labels: Outlines or pictures of tools can be 
used in conjunction with labels to help people match names 
and visuals as well as see what tools might be missing or 
where to return them.   

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
This work reports on how Distributed Cognition can be used 
as a theoretical lens to inform the design of organization strat-
egies that have the potential to make basic information more 
accessible to new users. We present a number of principles 
that we apply to the organization of sewing tools in a kit, but 
believe these principles may be of use beyond the particular 
tools we outline in this paper.  Future work includes the con-
struction, deployment and testing of these tool kits in a large 
university makerspace. 
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